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How to Teach Children How To Tell The Time
How can you teach a child to tell the time? Teaching to tell the time can be a lot more challenging that you
might first think, but thankfully there are lots of fun ways to approach the topic and great resources to support
it.
Challenges and Difficult Concepts
Be aware that children may find telling the time difficult for lots of (very valid!) reasons. There’s quite a lot of
things we are expecting children to be able to do when they are telling the time. Here’s just a few of the things
children need to be able to do to tell time correctly:
Understand the concept of day and night, before and after and time!
Recognise and recall numbers
Recall the order of the numbers up to 12- understanding which numbers are more or less than each other.
Be able to count in 5s to 60 (for the minutes)
Learn that there are 60 seconds in a minute and 60 minutes in an hour.
Understand that the clock hands move round in a set direction (clockwise)
Use language like quarter past, half past, quarter to correctly
Understand that 15 minutes past is the same as quarter past, 30 minutes is the same as half past etc!
Recognise what ‘O clock’ means.
So how can you make learning to tell the time easier? And fun?
Use Time Phrases with them Regularly- In order to make telling time less of an abstract concept, use the
phrases regularly and talk about the time a lot. Get them to asssociate different times with activities. For
example 6 o clock is bath time or 7.30 is bedtime. Then start pointing it out on a Clock so they came make
the link themselves.
Buy a Clock/ Watch- Sounds obvious..but if there isn’t an analogue clock visible to them, it’s very unlikely
that they are going to find it easy to tell the time! Try and find a Clock who’s big hand is clearly bigger than
the little hand and who’s numbers are easy to read (and includes minutes as numbers too!) If you can, put
it somewhere they can access and see- like their bedroom or the living room.
Make a Clock- I’d really recommend making a Clock with kids, not only is it a bit of a novel (and
memorable) activity but it also provides them with real ownership over the resulting Clock- as they made it
themselves!! We used this simple yet brilliant kit ‘Wooden Clock with Numbers’ by Hobbycraft
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mechanism too. The kit contained a wooden face and wooden numbers and we had great fun painting
their numbers, putting them in order, spacing them correctly on the clock face (that we also painted) then
adding the mechanism. The children learnt so much about the basics of telling time through this activity
and it really helped them overcome some of the challenges that telling the time brings with it.
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Read ‘Clock’ Books- There’s lots of brilliant books with integrated pretend clocks. Best of all kids seem to
be really drawn to these books as they are a bit different and interactive. I’m a massive believer in using
books to help learning.
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ie=UTF8&tag=cheshiresentu-21&keywords=Tell time
book&index=aps&camp=1634&creative=6738&linkCode=ur2&linkId=c559723633e411f3cc5c880e54a9ca92)
Use Specifically Designed Resources- There’s some fantastic, great value resources out there to help teach
your child to tell the time. In terms of ones we’ve tried out, I can highly recommend ‘Tell the Time’ by
Fiesta Craft (https://senresourcesblog.com/2017/10/01/review-magnetic-tell-the-time-by-fiesta-craftstoys/) (have a read of our review here (https://senresourcesblog.com/2017/10/01/review-magnetic-tell-thetime-by-fiesta-crafts-toys/))

Play Games- My favourite game to reinforce learning to tell the time is ‘What’s the Time Mr Wolf’ but
there’s also other games you can do to help make learning time easier. You could do races using a
stopwatch, games using egg timers etc.
Learn in Stages- In my experience it’s best to learn in stages. Start with mastering ‘o clock’ and once
they’ve got that, then move onto half past etc. Otherwise the language and phrases can be a bit
overwhelming.

Draw Hands on Clock Pictures- Once they are starting to ‘get it’ try drawing Clock faces and asking them
to draw on the hands to show certain times. It’s a really easy activity to set up as you only need a pen and
paper!
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2 thoughts on “How to Teach Children How To Tell The Time”
EDNA SAYS:
September 23, 2018 at 10:04 pm
1. I hadn’t realised how tricky it must be these days to learn to tell the time. Much easier when I was learning
as analogue was, if I remember correctly, the only option. I find all your suggestions most helpful, I feel I
am now more prepared to assist my grandchildren with this tricky skill.
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Reply
THE SEN RESOURCES BLOG SAYS:
September 24, 2018 at 10:21 am
1. Thank you Edna, really pleased you’ve found it useful- it really is incredible how many difficult
concepts there are isn’t it!
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